
• This marks the third in a series of discussions SWRPC is holding on Corridors identified in 

Southwest Connects, the new Long Range Transportation Plan for Southwest New 

Hampshire.  The meeting will feature the NH 9 West Corridor.

• As part of this series SWRPC staff has reached out to municipalities that are part of the 

Corridor by inviting municipal elected officials and municipal staff, as well as State 

legislators representing communities that are part of the Corridor.

• The purpose of the Corridor meetings is to familiarize the TAC with each corridor as well 

as get feedback from state and local officials and municipal staff about the priority 

challenges and opportunities of each Corridor, in order to inform future transportation 

project programming and planning initiatives.  

• Officials that are able to come to the meeting can participate in the conversation directly 

with SWRPC staff and TAC.  We know that many people have busy schedules and most 

people are not able to attend our meetings.  In an effort to reach people that are not 

able to attend, SWRPC will send the presentation, any handouts and meeting minutes to 

those officials and staff.

• We will also provide municipal and state officials SWRPC staff contact information so 

that they may follow up with comments and questions regarding the materials sent to 

them.
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• Today’s presentation will begin with an orientation and description of the NH 9 West 

Corridor including characteristics of the people that live there, how people travel along 

the corridor, economic characteristics of the corridor, and a description of housing 

activity and land use in the corridor system.

• NHDOT and USDOT are in the process of adopting performance measures for the 

transportation system in an effort to better connect funding allocation with state and 

federal goals.  We will talk about these performance measures in the context of the 

Corridor.

• This presentation will cover the major challenges and opportunities for the Corridor as 

expressed in Southwest Connects.

• Then we will present past and future transportation projects and planning initiatives 

associated with the Corridor.

• We have set aside approximately 45 minutes to go through the presentation.  
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• This is a map of Southwest NH showing the eight corridors that were identified in 

Southwest Connects, each Corridor represented by a different color.

• Corridors are based on data SWRPC collected recognizing direction of travel patterns, 

traffic volumes, federal highway classifications (federally recognized arterials and 

collectors) and connections between major origins and destinations inside and outside 

of the Southwest Region.

• Since highway travel is by far the predominant mode of transportation, Corridors are 

represented with what the Plan calls backbone arterials as well as collector roads that 

link to the arterial roads.  While the highway system is the central framework of each 

Corridor, the Plan recognizes modes of transportation that use the highway network 

(pedestrians, bicyclists and community transportation) as well as other transportation 

infrastructure that interact with the Corridor (active rail lines, rails to trails, intermodal 

transportation centers, sidewalk networks in downtowns or villages).

• Every town in the Southwest Region is part of at least one Corridor.  Notice Keene, which 

is linked with six corridors and Peterborough which is linked by three corridors.  Some 

towns are identified as having nodal centers—downtowns or villages that transition the 

regional vehicle-based travel patterns to the local and shorter distance travel patterns 

that are often more pedestrian and bicycle scale. There are 14 nodes recognized in the 

Plan.
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• As I said earlier, the Corridor we will be speaking about today is the NH 9 West Corridor.

• Its backbone is NH 9 in Keene at the intersection of NH 9/10/12 to VT 9 at the NH/MA 

State Line.  (Although the Southwest Region jurisdiction stops at the NH/VT line, it 

makes sense to think of Route 9 extending all the way to I-91 in Brattleboro, VT)

• It also includes parts of Routes NH 9A, NH 63 and NH 119 as well as Glebe Road and 

River Road in Chesterfield and Base Hill Road, Gilbo Ave and West Street in Keene.

• Towns that are recognized as part of this corridor are in alphabetical order Chesterfield, 

Hinsdale and Keene.
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• Each Corridor is based in part on “travelsheds”.  This is a map showing travelsheds

associated with the NH 9 West Corridor.

• The travelshed concept is derived from the watershed concept, showing the origin of 

where many trip origins and destinations in Southwest NH start to use NH 9 West, much 

like how stream networks converge into rivers.  It is intended to show geographical areas 

that are connected with each other through Corridors.

• The arrows show directions of travel associated with different travelsheds.  The 

travelsheds are different blocks of color of other regional districts that would be a likely 

origin or destination connected by the NH 9 West Corridor. 

• For example, almost every town in the Southwest Region is likely to use NH 9 to get to 

major destinations in SE Vermont such as Brattleboro.  For Southwest Region towns 

bordering Massachusetts, NH 119 is the main corridor for reaching Brattleboro, VT.
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• For each corridor, the Plan shows available multimodal services and infrastructure.  

These are things like intercity bus services, public transportation, rail trails, railroads, 

airports, intermodal facilities, nodal centers with sidewalks, etc.

• In addition to the highways previously mentioned, the NH 9 West Corridor has several 

other transportation services including:

• Nearby access to a Vermont Amtrak station with 4 routes.  A sample of current 

schedule information on the Amtrak is shown below.

• 55, Mo-Fri – St Albans (8:58), Brattleboro (12:34), Springfield (14:50), NY, 

NY (18:45), Wash, DC (21:59)

• 56, Mo-Fri – Wash, DC (8:10), NY, NY (11:33), Springfield (15:15), 

Brattleboro (17:10), St Albans (20:57)

• 57, Sa-Su - St Albans (8:58), Brattleboro (12:34), Springfield (14:50), NY, 

NY (19:01), Wash, DC (22:25)

• 54, Sa-Su – Wash, DC (7:30), NY, NY (11:30), Springfield (15:15), 

Brattleboro (17:10), St Albans (20:57)

• 4 Intercity Greyhound Bus Service Routes that run on NH 9.  A sample of current 

schedule information is shown below.

• 2033, 7 days a week – White River Jct, VT (8:25), Keene (9:45), 

Brattleboro (10:20), Springfield (12:15), NY (15:30)

• 2010 7 days a week – NY, NY (5:30), Springfield (9:40), Brattleboro 
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(11:05), Keene (11:35), White River Jct (12:50)

• 7960 Friday & Sunday – Brattleboro (15:15), Keene (15:50), Nashua (17:10), 

Boston (18:20)

• 7961 Friday & Sunday – Boston (11:45), Nashua (12:50), Keene (14:10), 

Brattleboro (14:50)

• One 45 space park and ride facility in Chesterfield at the Granite Gorge State Park.

• One 25 space park and ride facility in Brattleboro operated and maintained by the 

Town on US 5 just north of the NH 9 roundabout

• Home Healthcare Hospice and Community Services operates its City 

Express/Campus Shuttle services, Monday thru Friday:

• Bus #9 (Campus Shuttle) goes out to the Monadnock Marketplace every 30 

minutes.  First am stop is 7:38 and final stop is 19:08.

• Bus #1 (Black Route/Clockwise Route) runs on Gilbo and West St starting at 

8:00 and final stop is at 16:55.

• Bus #5 (Red Route/Counter Clockwise Route) runs on Gilbo and West St 

starting at 8:00 and final stop is 15:54.

• Connecticut River Transit operates its Brattleboro Blue Line Route which connects 

downtown Hinsdale to Brattleboro.  Weekday starts in Hinsdale at 6:10 am till 6:00 

pm Monday thru Friday with 5 trips connecting to downtown Hinsdale.  Weekend 

service goes from 9:20 am 4:55 with 4 stops to downtown Hinsdale.  Service to 

Walmart is more frequent.

• There are several other services available in the area including a 7 day a week 

“Boston Connection” service offered by Thomas Transportation with connections 

from Keene’s bus station and airport to the MBTA Alewife Station and Logan 

Airport.  Thomas Transportation offers this service up to 4 times a day depending 

on demand.
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• According to the NH Office of Energy and Planning, between 2010 and 2040 the 

Southwest Region is projected to grow just 5.7%.  Contrast this to the previous 

thirty year period, 1980-2010 in which the region grew 29% (from 78,800 to 

100,751).  Between 2010-2040 NH 9 West Corridor towns are projected to grow 

even slower than the rest of the Region at 2.8%.  During the previous thirty years, 

NH 9 grew by 12.4% (from 27,641 to 31,059).

• Hinsdale and Chesterfield are not projected to change very much over time.  In 

fact, Hinsdale is projected to lose some of its population over time.
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• The slide provides some basic information about segments of population in the 

corridor area.

• “A” shows the entire population split up into four different age groups, “youth”, 

“young adults”, “middle age” and “seniors” live on the corridor.  This information 

may be important when considering plans for transportation infrastructure and 

services.  Youth represent a population that does not drive.  Young adults 

represent what demographers are calling the “millennial” generation, which 

experts see as the first generation that expects multimodal transportation 

choices.  According to AARP, 1 in 5 seniors 65 and older do not drive.  

• Due to Keene’s academic institutions, its “young adult” population is much larger 

than Chesterfield and Hinsdale, whereas Chesterfield and Hinsdale have a much 

larger population of “middle-aged” residents.

• “B” shows how New Hampshire’s aging population will affect the three corridor 

towns. By 2020—only 5 years from now—both Chesterfield and Hinsdale are 

likely to more than double the senior population they had in 2010.  By 2025, 

Keene is likely to double its senior population.

• “C” shows the percentage of low income people in each community.  “Low 

income,” in this case, is defined by people having an income that is 150% or less 
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of poverty level.  Keene and Hinsdale have a higher percentage of this population 

as compared to the regional population.  Although Keene’s figure includes 

students living in off campus housing, it does not include students living in on 

campus housing.  Chesterfield has the lowest rate of people in poverty of any 

community in the Region.

• “Low income people” are roughly equivalent to people in the two lowest quintiles 

of income.  The chart at the bottom right shows that low income households on 

average spend $1 of every $5 dollars of income on their household car(s).
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• The table on this slide shows the number of residents working in their own community, 

versus the residents that work outside of the community versus the non-residents that 

come and work in the community.

• The bottom half of the slide shows the top worker residences and resident workplaces 

associated with each corridor community.  You see that in addition to the corridor towns 

providing each other workers, other important communities that provide jobs or 

workers associated with this corridor are Swanzey, NH and Brattleboro, VT.
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• On the left, a table provides a snapshot view of the age of workers associated with the 

corridor towns, as well as Swanzey and Brattleboro.

• Ignoring migration patterns (and assuming that the age demographic would remain 

constant), the table on the right shows how quickly the number of today’s workers will 

turn 65 or older based on 5 year increments.  For example, there are only 108 residents 

in Chesterfield who are 65 and older and working today.  By 2020, the number of 

Chesterfield residents that are in today’s workforce will expand to 391.  By 2025, the 

number will expand to 644, and so on.
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• Experts believe that a significant percentage of retirees can be expected to age in 

place.

• If that is the case, there is a question of where workers will be coming from to fill 

today’s jobs.

• Vacancy rates are low and building has been relatively stagnant.

• The map on the right shows areas that are currently zoned commercial or 

industrial in the three corridor communities.  Notice the amount of land 

Chesterfield has made available for economic growth versus Hinsdale, although 

both are similarly positioned near I-91 and near similar labor markets.
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NH 9

• Traffic on Route 9 is highest where local and regional traffic mix on NH 9

East of Ash Brook Road in Keene, although traffic has not grown in that

location since the late 2000s.

• Freight counts on NH 9 were as follows: East of Ash Brook Road in Keene

in 2012: 93.4% light duty, 3.2% medium duty, and 3.4% heavy duty (of

21,757 ADT). At the Vermont state line, light, medium and heavy duty

vehicles were 93.8%, 2.2%, and 4.0% respectively. This translates into over

700 tractor trailers per day on a weekday in Keene and over 600 at the

Vermont state line.

NH 63

• Traffic has been flat all along the NH 63 over the last decade.

NH 119

• At the VT/NH line traffic jumped from 7,100 in 2007 to 9,700 in 2010, back

down to 8,100 in 2013. The majority of traffic is light-duty passenger
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vehicles (98.4%), only 0.6% of vehicles were tractor trailers, about 54 per

day according to weekday figures from 2013.

• NH 119 on the west side of Hinsdale Village has seen some growth over

time, while other parts of the route have remained relatively flat.
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• Traffic on Route 9 at the NH/VT line has remained relatively flat.  Traffic levels dipped 

slightly during the Great Recession and as of last year bounced back up to level last seen 

in 2007.
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• Southwest Connects has tried to incorporate performance measures to understand 

different assets on each corridor.  Some performance measures are borrowed from 

MAP-21, while others come from NH DOT’s Balanced Scorecard.  

• Some MAP-21 performance measures have not yet been finalized.

• The proposed pavement and bridge condition performance measures are 

currently outside of their comment period.

• The four proposed measures to assess pavement condition are: (1) 

Percentage of pavements on the Interstate System in Good condition; (2) 

Percentage of pavements on the Interstate System in Poor condition; (3) 

Percentage of pavements on the NHS (excluding the Interstate System) in 

Good condition; and (4) a Percentage of pavements on the NHS (excluding 

the Interstate System) in Poor condition. The IRI or International 

Roughness Index, Cracking Percent, and Rutting determine if a segment is 

in Good, Fair, or Poor condition. For example, IRI: For non-urbanized areas, 

Less than 95 = Good, 95-170 = Fair, Greater than 170 = Poor. The 

remaining two measures are assigned good, fair, or poor values. If all three 

are good, the segment is good. If two or more are poor, it is rated poor 

(See Table 5: https://www.federalregister.gov/articles/2015/01/05/2014-

30085/national-performance-management-measures-assessing-
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pavement-condition-for-the-national-highway#h-59)

• Bridge condition is monitored through the National Bridge Inventory and 

there are two bridge performance measures under MAP-21: percentage of 

NHS bridges in good condition and percentage of NHS bridges in poor 

condition. The ratings of Good, Fair, and Poor are assigned based on the 

deck, superstructure, substructure, and culvert ratings from the NBI.

• Under the Balanced Scorecard, any bridge with a major structural element in poor 

condition is a red list bridge. Every bridge is inspected at least once every two 

years, state-owned red-listed bridges are inspected twice per year, and municipal 

red-listed bridges are inspected at least once per year.

• Rail lines and airport runway conditions are not relevant to this corridor but are 

discussed in other sections of Southwest Connects.
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• NHDOT currently using a Road Comfort Index to measure its roads.  However, USDOT is 

recommending a performance measure that also accounts for cracking and rutting.  

NHDOT has not gathered/analyzed the additional data yet.
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• Under the FHWA proposed rule, NH will establish a statewide target for pavement and 

bridge condition measures. 

• Currently pavement condition is recorded under contract with Pathways, utilizing 

specialized sensors, which record pavement condition attributes in 1/10th of a mile 

increments in one direction. National Highway System mileage is surveyed every year. 

Unnumbered state highways ( i.e. Glebe Rd, River Rd, etc.) is surveyed every other year.

• 2013-2014 NHDOT data displayed in the current slide is based on Ride Comfort Index 

(RCI) only (0-5 scale): Good is > 3.5, 2.5 – 3.5 is fair, < 2.5 is poor.  RCI is based on the 

International Roughness Index (IRI), one of three measures to be utilized under the 

MAP-21 performance measure proposed rule-making. The other two were cracking and 

rutting.

• NHDOT is currently reviewing 2013-2014 data to calibrate the detection of cracking.

• As a whole, the entire NH 9 W corridor has approximately 31% of its pavement in 

good condition with another 24% in fair condition. The remaining fraction, about 

45% is in poor condition.

• Many roads in NH were not constructed to support heavy truck loads and traffic 

volumes. As a result they can be more susceptible to a variety of distresses.

• The highest need for pavement reconstruction/rehabilitation is off Route 9, including 

Route 63, Route 9A, portions of Route 119, Brook Street in Chesterfield, and West Street 
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in Keene. 
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• Bridge inspection data is available once per year (April) from the Department of 

Transportation.  Figures may be somewhat of a lagging indicator, depending on the time 

of inspection and scheduled maintenance.

• Under MAP-21 performance measures, which rely on the National Bridge Inventory 

(NBI), the deck, superstructure, and substructure of each bridge are rated on a scale 

from 0-9. If all 3 are 7 or higher, the bridge is in good (green) condition. If 1 item is 4 or 

less, the bridge is in poor (red) condition. For a Culvert, which only has one rating in the 

NBI, 7 or higher is good, 5 or 6 is fair, and 4 or lower is poor.

• In general, a “structurally deficient” bridge is one with a condition rating of 4 or less in 

the Deck, Superstructure, Substructure, or Culvert categories and an appraisal rating of 2 

or less in the Structural Condition or Waterway Adequacy National Bridge Inventory 

categories.
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• There are 16 bridges throughout the corridor system.  The map shows that none are in 

poor or “red-listed” condition. 

• In Chesterfield, two bridges appear to be coincident. The current vehicle bridge, the 

United States Navy Seabees Bridge (040/096), was constructed in 2003. Immediately 

downstream, the Justice Harlan Stone Bridge (040/095), originally built in 1937 is used 

for only pedestrian and bicycle traffic. 

• Two other state line bridges are important to traffic on the corridor. On route 119, the 

Anna Hunt Marsh Bridge (041/040) (westernmost) and Charles Dana Bridge (042/044) 

(easternmost) span the Connecticut River.  

• The Anna Hunt Marsh Bridge was originally constructed in 1920 and was reconstructed 

in 1988. It has a National Bridge Inventory of Functionally Obsolete, but it is not on the 

red list. In Aug. 2014 the bridge received deck, superstructure, and substructure ratings 

of 7, 5, and 6, respectively.

• The Charles Dana Bridge was also originally constructed in 1920 and reconstructed in 

1988. It was last inspected in Apr. 2013 and received ratings of 7, 5, and 6. This bridge is 

also functionally obsolete. 

• Both bridges have an E-2 weight restriction which prohibits certain single unit and 

combination trucks from using this crossing.
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• Here is a map showing fatality and serious injury crashes in the NH 9 West Corridor 

System for the period we have data available (2002 – 2014).

• Over that time period, there were a total of 11 fatalities and 44 incapacitating injuries on 

arterials, collectors, and at intersections along this system, the majority of which were in 

Chesterfield.
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• Since the MAP-21 performance measure is based on a 5 year rolling average, SWRPC 

gathered historical data to show changes in fatalities and incapacitating injuries.

• The rolling average of serious injuries and fatalities is useful because it reduces “spikes” 

that may happen from year to year. NHDOT currently supports this effort through a 

target of zero deaths and to reduce the five-year average fatalities and serious injuries 

statewide 50 percent by 2030. 

• Adjusting the fatality and serious injury rates takes away some of the bias from the 

principal arterial carrying the majority of annual daily traffic. 

• The rate, per 100 million annual vehicle miles traveled over a 5-year period, is consistent 

with proposed MAP-21 rulemaking.

• Recorded traffic volumes were used to estimate the annual traffic in vehicle miles 

traveled or VMT. 
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• Another performance measure that MAP-21 and NHDOT are concerned with is 

“mobility.”  Mobility refers to relative ease of travel. Measuring delay, either directly or 

indirectly, is one a common way transportation planners evaluate mobility. Nationally, 

MAP-21 has the stated goal of congestion reduction on the National Highway System. 

• MAP-21 has not finalized its performance measure regarding mobility at this time.  

NHDOT is currently reassessing the best way to measure mobility.

• Since the status of mobility measures are in flux, SWRPC has temporarily used 

volume/capacity ratio and level of service (LOS) as a temporary way to measure 

mobility.  A highway’s volume to capacity ratio determines its LOS by comparing the 

peak hourly rate of flow in vehicles per hour, to the capacity of that road. 

• The map utilizes the average peak hour of the average peak month. The results factor in 

the number of lanes, the theoretical maximum flow per lane, as well as directional 

distribution. A indicates no congestion. B and C indicates moderate congestion.

• In the future, NH DOT will provide actual travel times per road segment for improved 

measurement of delay.
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• Multimodal accessibility is not a performance measure that is yet being used by MAP-

21.  NHDOT’s Balanced Scorecard has some measures but they are in a state of research 

and development.  As a result, the Southwest Connects Plan, decided to use multimodal 

measures that are currently being measured by the Monadnock Alliance for Sustainable 

Transportation in its Action Plan.  This plan looks at mileage of sidewalks, bikeways, # of 

park and ride lot spaces, mileage of public transit routes and mileage of intercity bus 

routes over time.

• In terms of bikeways, the plan looks at highways on the corridor that have paved 

shoulders greater than 4 feet on one side, as well as improved multi-use trails and 

roadways with bikelanes or sharrows. 

• There are approximately 40 parking spaces at the Chesterfield Gorge Park and Ride of 

NH 9.

• As was described above, transit routes include NH 9 and West Street in Keene, NH 9 in 

Chesterfield and NH 119 in Hinsdale.
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- Keene has approximately 65 miles of sidewalks. Those located on West Street are 

notable to this corridor system. Hinsdale has about 2.06 miles of sidewalk located in the 

village area.

- Cyclists utilize Cheshire Rail Trail and Fort Hill Branch Rail Trail as well as highways that 

are part of the State’s recommended bicycle routes maps (including NH 9, 63, and 119.  

In addition, the corridor is part of the Connecticut River Byway (NH 63 only).
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• What are the current and upcoming challenges associated with the NH 9 West Corridor.

Based on feedback SWRPC has received thus far these challenges are:

• Poor infrastructure.  The Town of Hinsdale in particular is disproportionately affected by 

poor road conditions in NH 63 and a very old bridge connecting to Brattleboro.  There 

are other areas that need attention as well but these two areas by far are in need of 

attention.

• Although the NH 9 West Corridor has park and ride lots, transit and even intercity bus 

services, none of these are connected.  When the towns’ population ages, how will 

people get around.  AARP found that 1 in 5 seniors today do not drive.  I

• The NH 9 West Corridor’s regional significance is that it connects to Interstate 91.  But 

NH doesn’t have a direct connection to the interstate without going through Vermont 

first.  Ongoing coordination with Vermont and Brattleboro will be important.  NH will 

want to keep apprised of Vermont’s plans in the Brattleboro area.

• Finally, NH 9 is a shared resource.  Some towns in or near the Corridor have expressed 

concerns that they have not been included in discussions about projects in the Route 9 

area.  Projects on NH 9 should include invitations to a broader range of stakeholders.
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• What are the current and upcoming opportunities associated with the NH 9 West 

Corridor? Opportunities might include:

• Continuing to assess economic growth opportunities by using the corridor as a 

connection to I-91.  This is especially true for the three corridor communities: 

Chesterfield, Hinsdale and Keene.

• Another opportunity would be to piggyback on nearby Vermont improvements to 

transportation.  This might include expanding from Vermont’s more robust transit 

services, its work on I-91 or its recent track, bridge and underpass upgrades to railroad 

infrastructure on the New England Central Railroad (NECR).

• A third opportunity is to look at short line rail connection from the New England Central 

Railroad (NECR) in Hinsdale.  The NECR approaches Hinsdale on the east side of the 

Connecticut River in northern Northfield, MA before it crosses the river and then 

continues its northward trajectory in Vermont.  There is about 2 miles of farmland in 

Northfield and Hinsdale separating the bridge crossing to where the old Fort Hill Branch 

rail road exists today, which is owned by NH DOT.

• Finally, there is the possibility of building on the branding success of the Knowledge 

Corridor.  The Knowledge Corridor is term for the area comprising north-central 

Connecticut up to Northampton and Amherst, MA area to connect the many institutions 

of higher learning with business expansion.  The I-91 Corridor serves as the Knowledge 

Corridor’s backbone.
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• Here are some recent investments that have been made by NHDOT on the NH 9 

W Corridor since 2010.
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• And here are projects that have been programmed for future 

construction.
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• Here is a preliminary engineering drawing of Hinsdale-Brattleboro bridge project, also 

known as project 12210.
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• And here is a preliminary engineering drawing of a proposed roundabout on NH 9 at the 

intersection of Base Hill Road.
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• Over the years, SWRPC has been approached with other project ideas.  These 

project ideas are listed by town unless they are regional in scope.  Contact 

SWRPC to learn more.
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• We hope this has provided some useful information for thinking about the NH 9 West 

Corridor System.  

• Our hope is that data and analysis will provide an opportunity for the SWRPC TAC, 

NHDOT, municipal officials, and state legislators to work together to develop consensus 

on projects or initiatives that will continue to address the corridor’s greatest challenges 

and opportunities.

• We look forward to hearing your thoughts.

• For further reading visit www.swrpc.org/regionalplan to read Southwest Connects
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